Thank you for your feedback!

We greatly appreciate your suggestions, comments and feedback. We are continually trying to improve our products to simplify your data collection needs. We add many updates and features based on your feedback. You can see these items noted below with stars (⭐). Please keep your feature requests, comments and other feedback coming and we will do our best to implement them.

New Features and Enhancements

- ⭐ New OMR Fonts – Square and rectangle versions of the OMR Bubbles font were added to the software install for use in form design.
- ⭐ Restricting Data Modifications – Users can now prevent data modifications to the data grid using a setting in the software preferences.
- ⭐ Custom Data Format – Image information was removed from the Custom data format.
- ⭐ ExamSoft Export – When exporting to ExamSoft, if using a single test version, a value is now put into the test version field.
- ⭐ Learning Objectives – The ability to sort learning objectives in Advanced Grade was added.
- ⭐ Pasting Answer Keys – The ability to select just the first cell of the answer key grid in Advanced Grade and paste down was added.
- ⭐ Exporting Answers from the Key – The export for answers when using Multiple Test Versions was updated to show the actual answer instead of the question placeholder.
- ⭐ Report Batches – The Finish button is now enabled as soon as you open a saved report batch so that you do not have to make any selections if desired.
- ⭐ Report Batches – The ability to add report batches to the “Favorites” section of Remark Quick Stats was added.
- ⭐ Point Biserial – When using Standard Multiple Test Versions, the Point Biserial statistic is now calculated on a per question basis.
- ⭐ Test Analysis Report – A preferences was added to the Test Analysis report to allow the user to set the threshold for similar responses shown on this report.
- ⭐ Automation – The Canvas and Sakai gradebooks were added to the Automation Control Center.
- ⭐ Automation – Gradebook exporting was enhanced in the Automation Control Center so that you can pass certain parameters through to customize use of the gradebook.

Bug Fixes

- ⭐ Oracle Database Lookup Error – An error 2147217900 was corrected when reviewing data in the grid that is connected to an Oracle database for database lookup.
- ⭐ SQL Server Does Not Exist – A “SQL Server Does Not Exist” error was fixed when connecting to a SQL Server database for database lookup.
- ⭐ Condensed Item Analysis Report – Truncating long responses now works correctly in the Condensed Item Analysis report.
- ⭐ Integrated Item Analysis Report – A problem was fixed where all answer labels didn’t display on the Integrated Item Analysis report.
• **Advanced Grade Utility** – A problem was fixed where the stand-alone Advanced Grade Utility did not run.

• ⭐ **Student Response Similarities Report** – A “Value out of Range” error was corrected when the Student Response Similarities report was run inside of a batch.

• ⭐ **Excel Export** – A problem with data on the Student Response portion of the Excel export was fixed.

• ⭐ **Blackboard** – An issue with Blackboard using the wrong student identifier field was fixed.

• **Student Response Report** – Wrapping of long student names in the Student Response report was fixed.

• ⭐ **Student Grade Report** – A problem where the incorrect questions were displayed on the Student Grade Report using Advanced Multiple Test Versions was fixed.